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The mixed type boundary problem u,, = ((a,,u,,LJ, + @,dx, + M-T c K u,)), in 
n-dimensional spaces has been studied. The existence, uniqueness, and stability of 
the weak solution are discussed for the first boundary value case. 0 1988 Academx 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will consider the following problem: Find a function 
u(x, t) such that 
ut, = (biju.x,L,L + ~bp,,L, + (F(x, L % %)L in QT; (1.1) 
4-T 0) = uo(x), xinQ2; (1.2) 
u(x, 2) = 0, on S,; (1.3) 
u,(x, 0) = u,(x), x in Q, (1.4) 
where Qr= Sz x (0, T], TP- 0, and 52 is a bounded open region in R” with 
aQ E C2, and ati, b,, uO, u,, and Fare given functions; u, = (u I,, uX2, . . . . u,J 
It is convenient for us to omit the summation on i, j = 1, 2, . . . . n here and 
throughout this article. 
The propagation of sound in a viscous gas in a tube and other 
phenomena of similar nature can be described by 
u,, = CU,,f + Uxxr (1.5) 
here c is a positive constant and cu,,, is a small viscosity. Itis known that 
(1.5) is neither hyperbolic nor parabolic [4], so it is a mixed type problem. 
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Both (1.5) [4,6] and (1.1) [7], with ai, = b, independent of time t and F is 
a linear with respect o U, have been studied. The authors of [S, 71 
employed the method of separation of variables and proved that under 
some assumptions on data the unique weak solution exists in W1,‘(QT) for 
any given T> 0, and the authors of [ 1,2] (and references cited there) used 
other methods to discuss the one-dimensional non-linear case. We will take 
a different approach in this article and show that under an appropriate 
assumption on data there exists a unique weak solution (the definition f
our weak solution is different from those in [7]) in m2,‘(QT) ( @“%‘(QT) is 
a closed subspace of IV2~‘( Q T) and will be defined later) for any given 
T> 0. Moreover the unique weak solution is dependent upon data con- 
tinuously. For sequences {bi.} when bb -0 as k + co for all i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
in some sense, we will show that the corresponding weak solutions ukwill 
tend to a function vin w*,‘(Qr) which is a weak solution of 
u,, = ((q~.J~,L + (F(x, t, u, u,)L> in Qr, (1.6) 
and (1.2)-( 1.4). Now we given the definition fthe classical solution for 
(l.l)-(1.4). 
DEFINITION 1.1. A function u is called a classical solution for (l.l)-( 1.4) 
if it satisfies 
4 u,, u.q EC(Q-T); (1.7) 
UIIY ux,,,, % ,,I EC(QT), (1.8) 
and u satisfies ( 1.1 )-( 1.4). 
In the forthcoming paper we will consider the general inear equations 
and show that the smooth solution exists for the various initial-boundary 
value and more general boundary value problems. 
This article is organized in the following way: In Section 2 we will 
transfer ( 1.1 )-( 1.4) to an equivalent non-classical p rabolic equation (or 
integro-differential equation), define our weak solution, and prove some 
lemmas which will be needed to show the existence ofthe weak solution in 
Section 3. The whole proofs of the existence, uniqueness, and continuous 
dependence will be given in Section 3 and as a corollary we will prove that 
uk-+u when b&-+0 as k+ co. 
Now we list our assumptions on the data: 
Assumptions on Data. 
ug E w;(Q), 241 E L2(Q); (1.9) 
a,EC”‘(&,);aii=ajianda,(~126ail~iridal 141*inQT; (1.10) 
b, and b,, are bounded measurable in Q =, (1.11) 
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where a, and a, are two positive constants and F(x, t, p, q) is continuous 
in Qrx R2 and is Lipschitz continuous with respect to p and q uniformly in 
Qr, that is, there xists a positive constant L > 0 such that 
for all (x, t) E QT and p, q, p’, q’ in R. 
Remark 1.1. In [7] the uniqueness of the weak solution is based on the 
assumption b, forming a strong parabolic operator and the existence was 
proved under the assumption a, = qb,, independent of t, forming a strong 
parabolic operator (q is a positive constant). Inthis paper we assume that 
aii forms a strong parabolic operator only. When q -+ 0, [7] has shown 
that the corresponding weak solutions uqtend to a function which satisfies 
a hyperbolic equation; but under our assumption, when 6; -+ 0 as k + cc 
our weak solutions ukwill tend to a function u which satisfies a degenerate 
hyperbolic equation (i.e., parabolic equation). 
2. WEAK FORMULATION 
In general we define the weak solution by using integral identities, but
here we will define our weak solution differently. Formally we integrate 
(1.1) with respect o the time variable from 0 to t E (0, T] and use 
(1.2)-( 1.4), and we have 
u, =hju.x,L, + s ’ (b&x, f Gk t, ~3 u,), in Q,; (2.1) 0 
4x, 0) = uo, xef2; (2.2) 
24(x, t) = 0, on ST, (2.3) 
where 
G(X, 4 U, u,) = F(X, t, 4 4) + uI - (u~u~~,)~, - w, t, uo, uox). (2.4) 
Now we use (2.1t(2.4) todefine the weak solution. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function u is called a weak solution for (1.1 t( 1.4) if 
UE p2”(QT); (2.5) 
u satisfies (2.1) in the sense of L*( Q =); (2.6) 
u satisfies (2.2)-(2.3) in the sense of trace, (2.7) 
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where IT2*‘(QT) is a closed subspace of II’*” defined by 
@*,‘(QT)= UE W2S’(QT)(~(x, t)=OonS,and 
i 
and 1.1 denotes the usual norm in R”. 
Remark 2.1. Here we have defined our weak solution without using 
integral identities. It will been seen that this definition isuseful and 
reasonable (Lemma 2.1). Our weak formulation allows us to treat 
(1.1 )-( 1.4) as a non-classical p rabolic problem, so we can use the theory 
developed for parabolic equations. 
LEMMA 2.1. The classical solution of (1.1 )-( 1.4) is a smooth solution of 
(2.1)-(2.3); on the other hand, a smooth solution of (2.1)-(2.3) is a classical 
solution of (l.l)-( 1.4). 
Proof. If u is a smooth solution of (2.1)-(2.3) we see by differentiating 
(2.1) that it is also a classical solution for (l.l)-( 1.4); the other part of the 
lemma follows from the formulation f the problem (2.1)-(2.3). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L~=(a~(x)u,),andsuch that~,~~~~~u~~~~~~a, jt12, 
then for any UE W:(Q) we have 
where (., .) is the inner product in L’(B), u,, = u,,+, and co, c, are positive 
constants depending only upon Q, ao, a,, and n. 
Proof: See [6, pp. 67-70). 
Now we give the following lemma which will allow us to seek the weak 
solution in W2,‘( Q T). 
LEMMA 2.3. The problem 
u, = (ap,), + g(x, th 
4x9 0) = q), 
24(x, t) = 0, 
in QT; (2.10) 
XEQ (2.11) 
on ST, (2.12) 
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has a unique solution u in @“y’(&), where the data satisfy assumption 
(1.9)-(1.12) in Section 1 andfor arbitrary gEL2(QT). 
Proof: From Theorem 6.1 [6, p. 1781 and a similar argument we see 
that (2.10)-(2.12) hasa unique solution in II”,‘( Now multiply (2.10) 
by U, and integrate on QT by using integration by parts and s-inequality 
and it is easy to show that 
(2.13) 
which implies that UE @*x’(QT). 
Remark 2.2. Here and throughout we will assume that u,,, for each i in 
L2(QT) since otherwise a modification fthe argument of the averaging 
method in [6, pp. 141-1421 will give the same results. 
We will use the following s-type inequality 
ab 6 &a2 + ( l/4&) b2, (2.14) 
for a, b 20 and E is any positive constant. When we say by s-type 
inequality we mean for some suitable choice of E implicitly. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF SOLUTION 
In this section we will show the existence of the weak solution by the 
iterated approximation. Let u” = 0 and define u”’ by 
u~=(a,u’&+ ‘(b,u:“-L),+g(~,t,u~~‘,u’:~~), 
I 
in Qr; (3.1) 
0 
zP(X, 0) = 2.40, XEQ; (3.2) 
zP(X, t) = 0, on ST, (3.3) 
m = 1, 2, . . . . For each m, we can view (3.1 k(3.3) as a semi-linear parabolic 
for urn for given urn ~‘, and from Lemma 2.3 we see that u”’ exists uniquely 
in V”,‘(Q.). We will show that {u,,,} isa Cauchy sequence in w2v1(Qr) 
and the limit function u will be the weak solution for (l.l)-(1.4) under the 
definition of(2.5)-(2.7). So we state 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumption (1.9)-( 1.12) there exists at least one 
weak solution u in r2s1(QT). 
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Proof. From (3.1)-(3.3) let z”’ = urn +’ - zP, m = 0, 1,2, .. . . Then we 
know that z”’ satisfy 
27 = (%j’.x, x, -9 + j’ (b,izYy ‘L, + g”, in Qr; (3.4) 
0 
zyx, 0) = 0, XER; (3.5) 
zyx, t) = 0, on ST, (3.6) 
where 
g” = g(x, 1, Urn, UT) - g(x, t, Urn -‘, UT ~ ‘). (3.7) 
Multiply (3.4) by zy and integrate on Ql for any t E (0, T] and we obtain 
jjQ, ICI’ = jjQ, m:).x,z~ + jjQ, g”z? +jjQ I j; (b,zz:- ‘L,z? 
=J,+J,+J,. (3.8) 
For J,, integrating by parts and using the symmetric property of a, yields 
(3.9) 
For J2, from assumption (1.12) and since zm is in W**‘(Q) we use s-type 
inequality oobtain 
IJ2I GC jjQ,(lzm-‘~ + IZ:-‘I) lzyl 
(3.10) 
Here and in what follows we will use C to denote the various constants 
which are independent upon t and m. 
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Now we estimate J,. Integrating byparts with respect first tox and then 
I, it follows that 
, =- ISI ’ bg(x, [) Z’J -‘(x, 5) z;,(x, T) dr d{ dx OR0 
=- /.I bij(x, r) q-l Qt (x, <) zy(x, 5)4 dx 
+ jjQ, bii(x, t) z;- ‘(x, T) z;(x, t) dz dx. (3.11) 
By an application fc-inequality we see that 
Combining (3.8)-(3.12) we obtain 
jjQ, lZ?l’+ 5, b:12gc jjQ, Iz:-112+Cj-,‘J:, lz;-‘,‘dxdz. (3.13) 
Multiply (3.4) by z;’ and integrate on Q,, and we have 
z”‘z’” = , xx J.l Ql (a,jz;)x,z;x + jJQ, g”z,“, +JjQ,.(bjz=:- ‘L,z~x 
=z,+z,+z,. (3.14) 
It follows from integration by parts that 
ss pp = - , xx !.I zmzm x XIQl PI 
1 = -- 2 J Q, ICI: 
=-is, lzC12. 
From Lemma 2.2 it is easy to see that 
CO j~Q,lcY~zI+cI JjQ,lZ:'12. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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We know from s-type inequality hat for I,, 
(3.17) 
and that for I,. 
II, IG (%/4) CJ‘,, Iz.:,l’+cj~J~Q (lz;-‘12+lz~~‘12). (3.18) 
7 
Thus it is easy to see from (3.14)-(3.18) that 
ss,, Iw2+j-Q lZY~CJjQ, Iz,12+cjb’jJ-Q (lzy12+~z~~‘~2). (3.19) r 
We combine (3.13) and (3.18) and use Gronwell’s inequality oobtain 
km-’ 11 @‘(Qr) dz (3.20) 
for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . from which we know by mathematical induction that 
l(zM 11 w2,~(QT) d CmTm-‘/(m - l)!. (3.21) 
This implies that the telescoping series 
fl hn+rUrn)+U1 (3.22) 
converges in F2x1(QT). Since l?“s’(Q.) .is a Banach space there exists a
UE w2,i(QT) such that lim,, o. urn = u in w2~‘(QT). 
Let m + cc in (3.1) and we see that the limit function u satisfies (2.1) in 
the sense of L2(QT) and (2.2)-(2.3) in the sense of trace. This proves 
Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. The weak solution of (l.l)-( 1.2) is unique. 
Proof: If there two solutions u1and u’, we let z = u1 - u2, and the same 
argument as in Theorem 3.1 will give 
II4 W2.1(Q,) d c s ; b/l W2.‘(Q4 dz (3.23) 
hence z=O in P2y1(QT), i.e., u1=u2 in E2s1(QT). 
NOW we state and prove the theorem concerning the continuous depen- 
dence upon data. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let MB 0 be a positive constant, if u&, u{, F’, and bk. 
(I= 1,2) satisfy the assumption (1.9), (l.llt(l.12) and 
lib; Ilm II4 II w(n)> II4 II L*(n) d M (3.24) 
then there etiyts a positive constant C = C(M, 52, T) such that the 
corresponding solutions u’(l= 1,2) have the estimate 
ll”’ - ld2 I/ W2.‘(QT) G’{llb;~-b;/I.+ II4 - 4 II wqn) + II4 - 4 II rqn) 
+ lIf’l(x, t, J u.:, - F*(x, 4 u2, ~~)ll.Z(,)}, (3.25) 
where I( .II B is defined by 
l/b, II B= lb, II m + lib,,, II cc (3.26) 
and II. II m is the usual sup-norm. 
Proof: Let z = u1 - u’, then 
’ z, = (atiz,,),+ s [(bk- bi)uL,+ bi.(zxZ)],+ G’ - G2; (3.27) 0 
Z=+U;, XEO; (3.28) 
z=o on ST, (3.29) 
where G’ (I = 1,2) is defined similar to (2.4). 
We multiply (3.27) by z, and integrate on Q,; it is easy to see from the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 that we can obtain 
G’{Ilb;-b;lI:,+ Il+~;ll~qn)+ Il+~:lltqn) 
+ IIF’(x, t u’, u:, - F2(x, t, u’, u:,ll t2cn,}, (3.30) 
and we multiply (3.27) by z,, and integrate on Q, and obtain 
<C{Ilb;-b;II:,+ lIu~--~lI2,2~,~+ Ik+u:I&n, 
+ IJF’(x, t ul, u:,- F’(x, t, ul, u;)I&& (3.31) 
thus (3.25) follows from (3.30)-( 3.3 1), 
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COROLLARY 3.1. If j\bi 11 B + 0 as k --) co, then the corresponding weak 
solutions uk --t o as k -+ co, where v is defined in (1.6) in Section 1. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
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